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The present paper deals with application of systems analysis to planning and management of health 
service. The main emphasis is laid on a problem of allocation of resources and expenditures among 
individual diseases and areas of activity (e.g. diagnostics, prophylaxis, safety and hygene, hospi
talization, rehabilitation) that create a complex hierarchical structure. 

Optimal allocation of resources in thematic, administrative, and regional aspects was also con
sidered. The so called health level functional, which is a scalar function of recoveries rate, deaths 
averted etc., has been accepted as a goal function . The problem of weights (preferences) distribution 
in particular areas of activities has been considered. 

1. Introduction 

One of the important problems of contemporary health service is the creation 
of scientific basis for optimal planning and control of development of health serv
ice. The problem is of particular importance in Poland, where rapid growth of 
both industrialization and expenditures in health service calls for improving health 
efficiency by modernization and improving the quality of services and health system 
management. 

The last problem is connected with the necessity of optimization of the process 
of allocation of resources and expenditures on particular areas of activities and 
organization of health service. 

Proposals are often made to base the resources allocation not on intuition, but 
rather on economic accounts ballancing needs with effects and expenditures with 
needs. 

Nobody is questionning to-day so generally formulated principles of man
agement and planning of health service development. Since so far there are no satis
factory computational methods available the application of these methods is not 
always possible. The development of such methods requires previous theoretical 
analysis of the problem of control of health service and elaboration of a mathe-
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matical model of development. The systems analysis is the most adequate method 
for modelling purposes. 

One of the main tasks of the present paper is to apply the systems analysis 
methods, to a model of health service in which the problem of allocation of re
sources has been exposed. The allocation is carried out in such a way that the maxi
mum health level can be achieved. The level of health services is defined on the basis 
of the so called health level function that depends on recovery rate, avoidance of 
death etc. represented by individual health institutions. The concept of efficiency 
function of a health institution is introduced. That function defines the efficiency 
of recoveries related to expenditures in the given institutions. A problem of optimal 
allocation of resources yielding the maximum value of health level functional can 
be formulated and solved. 

Formulas obtained in that way can be used for efficient computation of expen
ditures necessary in a given health programm. 

' Methods and results obtained can also be useful in solving problem of long
term planning and forecasting of health service development. 

Results in optimization of complex development systems [1-7] were partly 
used in this paper. 

2. Health system model and health level functional 

Consider health system shown in the Fig. 1. It is composed of n institut ions or 
particular areas of activity (clinics, hospitals, dispensaries, scientific research 
institutions etc.) A;, i = 1, ... , n. The system is financed by the government and 

I 
X 

Fig. 1 

Xim{t} 

obtains in the planning period T (e.g. 5 years) the given 
amount X zl. The management system (M.S.) carries 
out allocation of the fund X in the following aspects: 

(i) thematic (allocation of resources to particular 
areas of activity, e.g. diagnostics, prophylaxis, safety and 
hygene of work, hospitalization, rehabilitation) and 
disease cathegories (e.g. internal diseases, surgery etc.); 

(ii) material or administrative (allocation of resources 
to wages, social expenditures, medicine, equipment, in
vestments etc.); 

(iii) regional (allocation to institutions situated in 
various regions of the country); 

(iv) time (allocation to longer and shorter planning 
periods and current activity). 

As a result the resources obtained by a particular 
health institution, A; are partitioned into m parts and 
their intensity xu (t), j = 1, ... , m, varies in time t. 

The activities"'f A; also vary in time with the rate Y; (t). This rate can be meas
ured by the number of recoveries, the number of diseases diagnosed (in the case 

/ 
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of diagnostics) and as a result- the deaths averted number, a number of medical 
examinations, interventions, services etc., all measured within a unit of time. In 
order to estimate the resulting health service activity it is necessary to take into 
account the total effect, that is 

T 

Y;(xit>··· , X; 111 )= Jw;(t)y,(t)dt, i=1 , ... ,n, 
0 

(1) 

where W; (t), i= 1, 2, ... , n, are given weight functions indicating relative weights 
of recoveries in individual deseases and the public interest in obtaining quick results . 

For this purpose, functions W; (t) are assumed monotonoously decreasing in 
time. 

It is worth~hile to observe, that Y; and than Y; depend on xii and on stochastic 
factors w. Since in the subsequent analysis we shall be interested in stochastically 
averaged characteristics (1) should be regarded as so called regression function, 
that is 

where E stands for mathematical expectation over the set of statistically similar 
processes. 

As a further characteristic of the system a concept of health level should be 
introduce. This concept is already being used in relation to many existing health 
service systems intuitively. People say for instance, that the level of health service 
in a country is high, higher than that in the other countries. This implies that a 
functional (a scalar function) U can be attached to the expression "level of health 
services" . This function U depends on vector 

Y= (Yt. Yz, ... , Y,,) 

and represents the effects of activities of institutions A;, i= l, 2, ... , n, of health 
service system. 

In order to compaTe systems characterized by different vectors say y(ll, y(z ), 

it is necessary to establish the ordering relations of components of vector Y. 
Priority relation P should be introduced, according to which y<ll is better than 
y<z) what can be written as y< l)p y czJ or y<zJ is better than y<ll (Y(2l P y<ll), or 

these vectors are equivalent. The priority relation can be obtained by assuming the 
function U to satisfy inequality U [ Y< 1l] > U [Y(2l] if and only if the relation y< l) 

P y <z) holds. The function U should be monotonically increasing and convex. 
An example of such a function for n = 2 is shown in Fig. 2. The hatched 

area below the curve U0 corresponds to those Y = Y for which YPY; the area 
above the curve U0 , including the boundary, corresponds to those :Y, for which 
YPY. 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that substitution between two different forms of 
activities, say Y1 and Y2 is possible without change in health level. In other words, 
two countries characterized by vectors y<ll , y<zJ, where Y~1 l > Yfl, Yi1l < Yi2l 

and points y<ll , y< zJ are on the same curve U=const., have the same health level. 
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The plot shown in Fig. 2 ilustrates a known fact, that in the public feeling it 
is not important whether higher health level is reached by an increase in the treatment 
efficiency Y1 or by an increase in the prophylaxis efficiency Y2 • What is important 

is wheather the total amount of 

u >1../0 

A 

Fig. 2 

expenditures on the two areas of 
activity is used properly, that is 
wheather it yields the maximum level 
of health services U(Y1 , Y 2 ) meas
ured by a number of recoveries or a 
number of deaths averted. Ipsen [3] 
particularly points out the fact (see 
also [1] and [8]) that mortality is a 
product of the incidence and the 
case fatality and that public health 
(prophylaxis) and clinical therapy 
compete with one another for low
ering mortality. 

The shape of function U(Y1 , Y2 ) suggests that it can be approximated by 
function 

U=kYl Yi 
where k and y are given positive numbers. Since 

(2) 

(3) 

then an increase of the weight attached to the activity Y2 results in the corresponding 
increase in coefficient y. 

In case of n areas of activity the health level function may assume the following 
form 

11 

U= k n Y;Yi (4) 
i= 1 

where Yi> k are given positive numbers. 

It can be easily seen that (4) is a homogeneous function of, order 

11 

y=}; Y; 
i = 1 

that is 
U(cY)=c7 U(Y). 

When y > 1 the so called "large scale" benefits or an increasing return is possible. 
The identification problem of health level function is rather difficult. In a sta

tistical (experimental) way these parameters can be determined on the basis of the 
formula 
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by examining estimates of increases in health level L1 Uj U due to the changes in acti
vity L1 Y;/Y;. This, however, requires that estimates are being made by neutral and 
competent experts. 

Among other functions, that may be taken into account (as the approximation 
of health level function U (Y)), the so called constant elasticity of substitution 
function (C.E.S. function) is worthwhile mentionning. That function has the fol
lowing form: 

(5) 

" where .2; c5; = I, Ji >0, v E [ -1, 0], y>O, k>O. 
i= 1 

The limit of (5) for v~o is equal (4) where Y; =6;, i= 1, ... , while for v= - 1 
and p = 1, U it is a linear function of Yi . 

3.. Optimization of expenditures and resources allocation 

When the function U (Y) is known, the problem of financial expenditures and 
resources X (such as medicine, equipment etc.) allocation in such a way that ensures 
maximum value of health level function can be considered. We shall consider two 
cases. 

The first one is concerned with the situation in which a weight or price p;, i = 1, 2, ... 
... , n, can be attached to each form of activity Yi. The central budget X is used for 
"purchase" of appropriate amount of activity Y; in such a way, that 

(6) 
i= 1 . 

Now, we are faced with a problem of finding positive values Y; = Yi, i = 1, 2, ... , n, 
that maximize function U(Y) of type (4) or (5). It can be shown [4] that the optimal 
strategy Y = Y, for which 

(7) 

is expressed by the following formula 

Yi=(J;/p;) X, i=1, 2, ... , n, (8) 

where 

0 = KXr, K=k [it(;: r~ c5;rr/~ 
The optimization problem (7) has a simple geometrical interpretation in Fig. 2. 

The optimal policy ( Y1 , Y2 ) corresponds to the tangent point of the curve U ( Y) = U 0 
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and the straight line AB having the equation X=p 1 Y 1 +p2 Y2 • If the resources 
X allocated to health development were increased to the value X, the new optimal 
strategy would result from a tangent line (AB) to a new health level function 
U> U0 • 

It should be noticed, that by (8) one can determine the optimal expenditures 
on activity areas and deceases that form a complex, hierarchical, multilevel structure 

Le\413/ I 

Leve l II 

Level m 
Fig. 3 

as shown in Fig. 3. The amount of expenditures 
p; Y; = X; that are allocated of the level I can be parti
tioned into m subgoals of level II according to the 
following formula: 

j= 1, ... ,m, etc. 

The process can be used for determining expend
itures in individual areas of activity in a system 
having the hierarchical structure. Examrles of such 
structures are met not only at health service institu
tions, but at faculties, divisions and departments of 
Clinics of Medical Academies etc. as well. 

However it should be pointed out, that the model formulated in which the 
weights or prices p, are assumed, to be known is not suitable for health development 
planning systems in countries like Poland. First of all, the problem of "purchase" 
of health activities seems to be controversial in such systems, and furthermore 
the prices p; that should be attached to such forms of activities as diagnostics, 
prophylaxis, safety and hygene of work, etc. are not known. Prices (or rather weights) 
that are attached to particular forms of activity should follow from the model itself 
rather. The efficiency of work of a particular health service instjtutions play an 
essential role here. We shall approach now a problem of resources allocation with 
the prices unknown. It is now neccessary to make health level function dependent 
on expenditures xii (t), i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , m, that is- to determine the so 
called production function of a health service institution. The efficiency function 
of the institution A; (in which for simplicity in notation the subscript i will be droped} 
can be expressed m the following form 

t m 

y(t)= J k(t-r) n x?(r)n(r)dr, 
0 j=l 

m 

.I: Clj=ct.<l' 
j=l 

(9) 

where ct.i- given positiVe numbers, n (r)- intensity of patients admitance to 
A;; k (t)- given continuous function, such that k (t)=O for t<O. A typical shape 
of function k (t) is shown in Fig. 4. If the functions xi (r) were constant for j= 1, ... ,m, 
the corresponding process y (t) would have time lag T0 within which no effects 
(recoveries) would appear at the system output. This is due to large inertia of thera
peutic and rehabilitational activity. Before a recovery is reached, a time-consuming 
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treatment and examinations must be applied. The efficiency function (9) contains 
also the so called "saturation" nonlinearity (0 <ex i < I for j = 1, ... , m). This effect 
corresponds to a situation in which increase in expenditures on therapeutics does. 

.not cause proportionnal increase in 
effects because of limited space of 
institutions, limited number of spec
ialists etc. 

These limitation frequently have 
more restrictive character that is 

where ~i, xi- given positive num-

f(t), k(t), y(t) 

·-·-·-..... .J{t) --
. .................. //"'Yrt) 

bers. The upper bound xi is due T 

to saturation in investment, employ- Fig. 4 

ment, equipment, etc. while the 
lower bound ~i is determined by therminimum wage~ and other cathegories of 
current expenditures. 

Now we can determine optimal policy of financing Ai activity in the planning 
period Twhich is represented by m variables xi,j=1, ... ,m. The purpose is to a- t 

chieve maximum value of health effect, that is, maximum value of the functional 

T 

Y= J y(t) w(t) dr (10} 
0 

(where w (t)- given weight function) ~;under the assumption that the expenditures 
are limited, that is T 

J xi(r)dr~Xi, j = l, ... ,m. (11) 
0 

The weight-function can be assumed in the following form 

w(t)=(l+e)-t 

where e- the so called discount rate. In that way our interest in fast health results. 
is emphasized. 

In the discount calculus, which is being used in investment processes optimi
zation, e is usually taken as 0.1. In health service, the value of discount rate was 
not yet determined. Due to the importance of fast results of diagnostic and prophy
lactic examinations, in case of cancer, considerably higher discount rate should 
be used. 

It should be pointed out, that the optimization problem formulated falls into
the cathegory of problems of the calculus of variations. 

It can be shown [4], that the optimal policy xi (r) =xi (r), j= 1, ... ,m, for which 
the functional Y(x1 , ••• , xm) attains the maximum :Y, is expressed by the formula 

X. 
ii(r)=f(r) j,j=l, ... ,m (12) 
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where 
T T 

f(r) =n(t) J k(t -r)w(t)dt,F= J f(r)dr. 
0 

The form of function f(t), which is proportional to the optimal strategy xi (r), 
is shown with a dashed line in Fig. 4. As follows from the Fig. 4 the expenditures 
on health service should be distributed over the planning periode [0, T] in such 
a way that they should compensate the inertiality of the efficiency function. Expendi
tures that are close to the end of the planning period (for t >::::: T) can not consid
erably increase the health effects. 

Another interesting result is obtained when optimal policy (12) is set in (10): 

m 

Y~ - (Y(" • ) - Fl - cxnx<Xj - X1, ••• , X 111 - i . (13) 
i=l 

If the total expenditures on a given health activity are limited, that is if 

111 

_2; Xi:::;;X, Xi?;=O, j = 1, ... ,m. (14) 
i=l 

the problem of optimum allocation of X among m areas of activities can be formu
lated. It consists in maximization of function 

m 

pl - an x;j 
j=l 

subject to the constraints (14). It can be seen that the present problem is similar to 
(7) (with .9-tO) and the solution becomes: 

where 
m 

Cl.="}; Cl.j, 
j=l 

and the following relation holds: 

Y(i\, ... , X111)=KXcx 

where 
m 

K=Fl-a n (C!.)C!.tl. 
j=l 

(15) 

(16) 

Now, there is one more problem to be solved, namely a problem of resources 
allocation in regional aspect. Assume that there are n health service institutions, 
each characterized by the efficiency function (13) 

m 

Yi=F/-a n XU, i= 1, ... , n, (17) 
j=l 
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where F;, rxi- given numbers. Assume also that the total amount of resources in 
j-th area of activity is limited, that is 

11 

}.; Xu~Xj, j=l, ... , "!' (18) 
i= 1 

Xu;;?;=O, i=l, ... , n, j=l, ... ,m. (19) 

The optimal policies Xu=Xu, i=l, ... , n, j=l, ... ,m, that maximize function 

Y(Xu) =}.; Y; 
i= 1 

have the following form [6] 

Xu=(F;/F) Xi, i = 1, ... , n, j= 1, ... ,m, 

and 
11 

F = )1 F; . 
..:....t 
i=l 

The following relation also holds 

"' 
Y= Y(Xu)=P-a n X?. 

j=l 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

The formula (22) describes an important property of aggregation of character
istics (17). Applying the above formulae it is possible to express the efficiency 
function of complex health service systems in a simple form of type (22). 

When the function (9) is known, it is possible as can be seen from formulas (12), 
(15), (21) to allocate resources in thematic, time, regional and material aspects. 
The formulae (13) and (16) can be used for determination of relations between 
expenditures on individual areas of activity and their effects in the following form 

(23) 

where K;- given positive coefficients. 

Now we can turn back to the problem of maximizing health level function 
U(Y), which can be formulated in a form that does not involve prices p;, i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
To do this we shall substitute expression (23) to (4) (formula for U(Y)) to get 

11 

U~Y) = U(X)=k n [K; X~·r•=K n X~'y', (24) 
i= l i= 1 

K=const. 

Assuming, that the total expenditures are X and that they should be splitted into 
X;=Xi> i=1, .. . , n, in such a way that U(X) assumes its maximum value subject to 

11 

}.; X; ~X, X;;;?;=O, i=1, ... , n. 
i=l 
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we obtain 

We get also 

where 

rxi Yi 
Xi=-,-, --X, i=l , ... , 11. 

'2 rx i Yi 
i= 1 

11 

K=}; rxi Yi . 
i= 1 
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(25) 

(26) 

It should be pointed out, that strategies (25) depend not only on preference 
expressed by the values of coefficients y;, but on the efficiences of health institutions 
expressed by rxi as well. In other words, the highest expenditures on the particular 
areas of activities receive these institutions that deal with the preferred areas of 
activities (diseases) and that have greatest efficiency. This principle coincides with 
expenditures policy suggested by R. Grosse [2]. 

4. Discussion of results 

As mentioned before, the determination ex ante of preference coefficients Yr 
and the efficiency coefficients rx i for particular areas of activity and institutions may 
prove to be difficult. It is however possible to determine these quantities or their 
products rx;, /';, i= 1; 2, ... , n, ex post on the basis of statistical data concerning means 
allocated to individual areas of activity in the past. 

Of course, it will be reasonable to assume that allocation of resources in the past 
have been carried on in the optimal manner according to expression (25). 

It should be pointed out, that further system parameters, e.g. F;, rx; in formulaae 
(15) and (21), can be determined by means of that identification method. Refering 
to Fig. 2 and coming back to the results of Chapt. 3 we can discuss the geometrical 
interpretation. 

The curve U (Y1 , Y2 ) may be regarded as "demand" curve for health services. 
The point Y1 , Y2 is tangent to another curve marked with a dashed line, which 
represents "supply" of health effects which are possible to be realized by health 
institutions having resources X at their diposal. The straight line p 1 Y1 + p 2 Y2 =X 
represents linear function separating convex sets one of which is above the curve 
U(Y1 , Y2) = const. and the other below this curve. The existence of such a line
or in general case - a linear functional follows from a known theorem on separa
tion of convex sets [5]. 

It should be noted that the "demand" curve for services is generally nonstation
ary in time. It changes with progress in science and with introduction of new me-
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<licines and methods of therapy, and with arising threats following from industriali
zation, environment polution, etc. This process results in change of preferences, 
that is in the change of values of Y; in health level function U(Y). The model does 
not take into account these processes as well as those following from epidemic 
.diseases. There exists however a possibility of relating function 0 (X) to the so called 
·epidemic models. / 

Of a particular interest are the models which were developed by Lotka [9]. The 
morbidity Y; (t) in these models is proportional to the pro

1
duct of a number of ill 

persons Y; (t) and a number of persons susceptible for a disease [N- Y; (t)]: 

Y;(t)=cY;(t) [N- Y;(t)] 

where N- total number of members of population considered, c=const. 
The solution of that equation with an initial value Y; (0) = y 0 is the so called 

logistic curve, while Y; (t) changes along the "bell shaped" curve shown in Fig. 5. 

t Y; ( t) 

I 

Fig. 5 

Y;., ,, .... 
I "\ 

I \ 
I \ 

I 
I 

Parameters of that curve can 
be described in terms of the so 
called moments 

00 

11)kl= J Y;k(t)dt, k=O, 1,2, (27) 
0 

where f1~0 l determines the area 
of the curve, t; = f1)1l I ft)0 l -the 
time of maximum intensity, r; = 

1 
= -- (,Pl- t 2

) 2 determines the 
fl(O) ,.. ' 

actual duration periode of the epidemic T;~2r;. Assuming that the parameters 
f1)0 l, t1

, r;, i = 1, .. . , n, are known (or can be estimated) the coefficients Yi can be 
made dependent on time, as follows 

(28) 

It should be noted that efficiencies of health institutions may also change in 
time. In particular the parameters Cl.;, i= 1, ... , n, (see formula (23)) that determine 
efficiency of health institutions change in time. Those changes may be due to the 
fact that both equipment and specialists grow older in physical and moral sense. 

Changes of parameters Cl.r (t) and y, (t) are in general slow, comparing to short 
planning periods and in one year planning they may be neglected. They should 
however be taken into account in long-range planning, as for example in a plan 
ihat ranges up to year 2000. 

Assuming that the institution efficiency, in a given area of activity expressed 
by function Cl.i (t), i= 1, ... , n, may be described by formulae of the type (28) and 
setting C(i (t) and Yi (t) to formula (25) we can estimate demand for expenditures 
.and specialists in long-range planning. Changes in total resources X (t), depending 
.on growth in national income, should also be taken into account. 
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When the model is applied to the long-range planning and forecasting purposes, 
it is necessary to formulate areas of future activities and preferences in terms of 
parameters ~i, yi, i= 1, ... , n. These data may be determined on the basis of reports 
formulated by groups of experts. Thus possibilities exist in formulation of the 
general problems expressed in descriptive language in the systems analysis language. 
It is now easy to proceed in solving problems of ballancing expenditures and de
velopment demands determining forecasts of health service development in both 
qualitative and quantitative aspects . 

It should be noted that the model discussed is a macromodel in which economy 
of expenditures and its health effects has be~n exposed. There is a whole class of 
methods allowing more efficient modelling and optimization of simple processes of 
health service organization, data processing, management, etc. 

Finally it should be noted, that solution of basic problems from the domain 
of health service development planning at the national level can not be done sep
arately from the whole social and economical life of the country. In other words, 
in order to estimate expenditures in health, the health effects, etc., a complex m()del 
of development [5] should be considered. 

The author would like to express his deep gratitute to prof. dr. J. Kostrzewski 
for reading this paper and for valuable remarks. 
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Planowanie zarzfi!dzanie sluzbfi! zdrowia metodami analizy 
systemowej 

praca dotyczy zastosowania analizy systemowej do potrzeb planowania i zarzi[dzailia sluzbi[ 
zdrowia. Rozwai.ono zwlaszcza problem optymalnego podzialu zasob6w i naklad6w na poszcze
g6Jne jednostki chorobowe i dziedziny dzialalnosci (np. diagnostykl(, profilaktykl(, bezpieczenstwo 
i higienl( pracy, szpitalnictwo, rehabilitacjl(), kt6re tworzi[ zlozoni[ strukturl( hierarchiczni[. Roz-

/ 
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wazono tez optymalny podzial zasob6w w aspekcie tematycznym, administracyjnym, czasowym 

i regionalnym. Jako funkjte celu przyjteto tzw. funkcjonal poziomu zdrowotnego, kt6ry jest ska

larn<'! funkcj<'! wektora intensywnosci wyzdrowieil, unikni«cia zgonu itp. Rozpatrzono problem 

ksztaltowania site wag w okreslonej populacji ludzkiej lub preferencji w stosunku do poszczeg6lnych 

dziedzin dzialalnosci. 

llJiauuposamte H ynpaBJieuue B ceKTope 3)1,pasoxpaueunH 

IlpH HCilOJIL30BaHUII MeTO)J,OB CIICTeMHOrO aHaJIII3a 

Pa6oTa KacaeTC.Il rrpHMeHemm CHCTeMHoro aHaJIH3a .IJ;JUI H)')K.IJ; rrnaHHpoaaHH.Il H yrrpaaneHIDI 

ceKTopa 3.n;paaoxpaHeHli!.ll. B oco6ennocnr paccMoTpeHa 3a.n;aqa orrTHMaJIDHoro pa3.n;ena pecyp

coa H 3aTpaT IIO OT.IJ;eJThHJ>IM 3a6oJieBaHHl!M li! 06JiaCTliM .D;e.I!TeJThHOCTli! (Haiipli!Mep, .n;HarHOCTHKH, 

rrpo$HJiaKTHKH, oxpaHbi H rHreHbi Tpy.n;a, 6oJIDHII:'!Horo .n;ena, pea6HJIHTaiiHH), KOTOphre o6pa-

3yiOT CJIO)KH)'IO HepapXH'!eCKyiO CTPYKTypy. PaCCMOTpeH TaK)Ke OIITli!MaJThHbiH pa3,n;eJI pecypCOB 

B TeMaTH'!eCKOM, a,n;MHHHCCTpaTHBHOM, BpeMeHHOM li! perHOH3JThHOM. acrreKTaX. B Ka'!eCTBe 

QJYHKIJli!li! IIeJIH IlpHH.I!T TaK Ha3hmaeMhiH $YHKIIHOHaJI ypOBH.Il 3.D;Op0Bb.ll, KOTOpbiH .I!BJI.IleTC.Il CKa

JUipHOH $yHKIJHell: BeKTOpa HHTeHCli!BHOCTH Bhl3.D;OpOB~BaHJili, li!36e)KaHli!.ll CMepTHhlX HCXO.!IOB 

n T.rr. PaccMoTpeH aorrpoc $opMHpOBaHHH aecoa .IJ;JUI orrpe.L~eJiennoro CJIO.Il HaceneHHH HJIH rrpe.n;

ITO'!TeHHil: B OTHOIIIeHHH OT.D;eJibHbiX 06JiaCTeH .D;e.I!TeJThHOCTli!. 
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